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Abstract: The normal communication between smart meter and concentrator is a key factor
influencing the normal function of users’ power consumption systems. To solve the communication
failure of the smart meter caused by the signal conflict as well as the collected consecutive information
abnormality from the same smart meter, according to the chain optimization index, the networking
method of static and dynamic combination proposed in this paper is first used to picked out the
optimal relay for a smart meter belonging to multiple relay communication ranges. Meanwhile,
the communication with other secondary relays is closed to avoid signal conflict. Then the paper
forms different combinations of collected data and these combinations are trained in the extreme
learning machine (ELM) to find the characteristics value of power consumption information. Finally,
in MATLAB simulation, if ELM detects the abnormal information, new communication path could
be promptly found through dynamic adjustment of chain optimization weighted coefficient and the
weighted coefficient of the number of the relayed smart meters. It solves the problem of consecutive
information abnormality from the same smart meter and raises the reliability of smart meter’s
communication, having a significantly meaning to guarantee the normal function of users’ power
consumption system.

Keywords: communication failure; the networking technology; static and dynamic; extreme learning
machine; signal conflict

1. Introduction

With the large-scale use of smart meters, electricity information acquisition systems have become
the largest automatic electric energy measurement system. The accurate collection of smart meter
information not only affects the normal work of the power user electric energy data acquisition system,
but also helps empower utility companies and users to make more informed energy management
decisions, and examples such as the success of the demand response program in [1], the analysis
of the customers’ willingness to participate in load management programs in [2], and the informed
energy management decisions in [3,4] all rely on the accurate collection of electricity information from
smart meters.

1.1. Motivation

The effective transmission of high quality communication signals with the existing power line
architectures is a potential and important means to achieve energy and information circulation between
the energy and the Internet in the future [5–7]. However, because the power line channel has the
characteristics of noise interference, impedance input, multipath effect, signal attenuation and so
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on [8–11], the transmission distance of data signals will change with the quality of the channels in
the network. Therefore, in order to increase the transmission distance of data signals, networking
technology is used in smart meter communication, but in experiments, it found that there are two
problems in smart meter networking: one is the communication failure due to signal conflict, which is
caused by multiple relays communicating with the same smart meter at the same time, and the other
is the abnormality of information collected from smart meters. If the abnormality of information
collected cannot be detected in time, a new communication path will not be established, and as a result,
the collected information continues to be abnormal. Our challenge is to overcome these two problems
in current smart meter networking.

1.2. Literature Survey

Many artificial intelligence algorithms are widely used in low-voltage power line networking to
increase the communication distance. In [12–14] artificial cobweb algorithms are used for networking,
which can increase the communication distance between the concentrator and smart meters, but will
present the signal conflict problem when many relays try to communicate with the smart meter at the
same time. References [15,16] adopt an ant colony algorithm for networking and References [17,18]
use genetic algorithm for networking, which could find the optimal path for communication, but when
the original communication path fails, it cannot dynamically find a new path for communication.
Reference [19] uses the idea of a static and dynamic combination to network, which can avoid the
signal conflict problem, but when the collected information is abnormal, it cannot find a new path to
establish communication in time.

1.3. Contributions

The main contributuins if this work can be summarized as follows:

(1) The proposed method avoids signal conflicts caused by multiple relays communicating with the
same smart meter at the same time.

(2) When the information collected by the concentrator is abnormal, this paper avoids the situation
that the information collected next time is abnormal.

(3) By means of MATLAB simulation, when a smart meter belongs to the communication range
of multiple relays, according to the networking method of static and dynamic combination,
the smart meter only communicate with an optimal relay, so it could effectively avoid the signal
conflict problem, and when the characteristics of the power information of an smart meter are
abnormal, a new communication path could be established in time by dynamically adjusting the
link optimization weighting coefficient and the weighting coefficient of the number of relayed
and forwarded smart meters, which effectively overcomes the situation of continuous abnormal
information coming from a certain smart meter.

1.4. Organization of the Paper

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the working principle of the
power user electric energy data acquisition system and explains the static and dynamic combination
networking method. Section 3 analyzes the characteristics of the collected data, and adjusts the
communication path based on whether the eigenvalues are abnormal. Section 4 shows the simulation
results using MATLAB. Finally, in Section 5, we give our conclusions.

2. The Power User Electric Energy Data Acquire System and Networking Method

The working principle of the power user electric energy data acquisition system is as follows:
in the same transformer power supply range, the concentrator sends a message to smart meters
through the low voltage power line, and after receiving the instruction, the smart meters send the
data information to the concentrator, the concentrator then sends the electricity information of the
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smart meters to the communication master station and finally, the master station transmits the data
information to the power user electric energy data acquisition system through a special network, as is
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the electric data acquisition system.

In an ideal state, the PLC concentrator can collect the electricity information of all smart meters
within the same transformer power supply range. However, in practice, the transmission distance of
the signal will be changed due to the noise interference of the power line channel, the multipath effect,
the signal attenuation and so on. Therefore, in the same transformer power supply range, in order to
increase the communication distance between the concentrator and smart meters, and ensure that the
data information of all the smart meters are collected based on low-voltage power line communication,
the paper uses the smart meter networking technology to enable the concentrator to communicate
with remote smart meters. In the experiments, the transmission distance between the concentrator and
the smart meter is 200 to 400 m within the same transformer power supply range, and the transmission
distance between the smart meters is about 30 m. Each smart meter not only has the function of sending
and receiving the message, but also has a relay function to transmit information to other smart meters.
For the limiting conditions of the communication distance between the concentrator and the smart
meter, and the static and dynamic combination method used for the smart meter networking, readers
may refer to Section 3. The Networking Method of Static and Dynamic Combination

2.1. Network Topology of Smart Meters

In the same transformer power supply range, the network structure of the smart meter and
the concentrator refers to [20], and the data communication network structure in the low voltage
distribution network is as shown in Figure 2, where, node 1 is the PLC concentrator, and the other
nodes are the smart meters from which date needs to be collected.
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As shown in Figure 3, smart meter devices are typically installed at end-users on the low-voltage
(LV) feeders [21], and there is some information that needs to be collected in the ELAB module of the
smart meter, such as collection points, electricity consumption and so on.
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2.2. Static Relay Selection

The paper divides the logical topology of the smart meters in the experimental area into several
sub-networks. The schematic diagram of static relay selection for each sub-network is shown in
Figure 4, and the networking steps of the sub-networks are as follows:
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(1) As shown in Figure 2, smart meters that can communicate directly with the PLC concentrator
represented by No. 1 are placed in the first-level sub network, and they are used as relays of
the first-level sub network, for example, smart meters No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4 all belong to the
first-level sub network.

(2) The smart meters directly connected with the first level relay (direct communication) are placed
in the first level sub network, and there are several smart meters in each first level subnet.
For example, in Figure 2, the No. 5 and No. 6 smart meters belong to the first-level subnet with
No. 2 smart meter as the relay. No. 7 and No. 8 smart meters belong to the first-level subnet with
No. 3 smart meter as the relay. No. 9 and No. 10 smart meters belong to the first-level subnet
with No. 4 smart meter as the relay.

(3) If the smart meter that does not belong to the first-level subnet could directly communicate with
the smart meter in the first-level subnet, we place it in the second-level subnet and the smart
meter in the first-level subnet connected to it is used as the relay of the second-level subnet.
For example, No. 11 smart meter in Figure 2 is placed in the second-level subnet with No. 5 smart
meter as the relay; No. 12 smart meter is placed in the second-level sub network with No. 6 smart
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meter as the relay; No. 13 smart meter is placed in the second-level sub network with No. 7 smart
meter as the relay; No. 14 smart meter is placed in the second-level sub network with No. 8 smart
meter as the relay. If there are multiple first-level smart meters and the same second-level smart
meters to communicate, in order to avoid communication failure caused by the signal conflict,
the best path is selected referring to Equation (2) below.

(4) If there is a third-level subnet, a fourth-level subnet, and so on, follow the above steps to continue
the hierarchical network until all static relays are selected.

Finally, referring to the logical topology structure between the concentrator and the smart meters within
the same transformer power supply range, the hierarchical selection method based on static relay is
used to perform relay selection for each level sub-network, so as to prepare for the establishment of
the subsequent optimal communication path.

As a relay, the smart meter has the function of transmitting the concentrator’s information and
the protocol format that it receives is shown in Figure 5a. The protocol format received by the smart
meter that is not selected as relay is shown in Figure 5b. According to the comparison of the protocol
format between the relay and the smart meter as is shown in Figure 5, the smart meter selected as
the relay has the function of forwarding the message to the next smart meter, but the smart meter not
selected as the relay does not have the function of forwarding message.
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2.3. Dynamic Relay Selection

When the same smart meter can communicate with multiple relays at the same time, in order
to avoid the actual signal conflict problem, the communication link is optimized to ensure that each
level subnet has a unique relay. Therefore, in order to establish optimal communication paths between
the concentrator and smart meters, this paper introduces the communication quality Q and uses
the communication distance between the two smart meters as the communication quality value.
The smaller the value of Q, the better the communication quality.

It is assumed that the number of smart meters that can communicate directly with the No. i relay
is Fi,j. Set the smart meter number to: 1, 2, ...i. The number of smart meters that the No. i relay forward
to the superior relay is:

Fi,j = Ni,j +

Ni,j

∑
l=1

Fi,j−1, (1)

Ni,j is the number of the smart meters in the jth level sub network with the No. i smart meter as
the relay. Fl,j−1 is the number of the smart meters in the (j− 1)th level sub network with the No. l
smart meter as the relay.
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When the same smart meter belongs to multiple relay communication ranges, the smart meter
performs the best path selection according to the link optimization index, for example, the link
optimization index of the number i smart meter relay to the number k smart meter:

Yi,j−k = αQi,j−k + βFi,j, (2)

where Yi,j−k is the link optimization index between the No. i relay and No. k smart meter that belongs
to the jth level sub network. α is a link optimization weighted coefficient, β is the weighted coefficient
of the number of smart meters that need to be forwarded to a superior, α + β = 1, α and β can vary
according to the actual situation. In the experiments, the smaller the value of Yi,j−k, the better, that is to
choose the minimum Yi,j−k value as the optimal communication branch, and close the communication
with other relays at the same time.

3. Dynamically Adjusting the Communication Branch According to the Characteristics of the
Collected Data

In the experiments, the data collected from the smart meter mainly include collection points,
electricity consumption, total electricity consumption, active power, power factor, voltage, current,
date and time. When communication links fail to communicate normally due to impedance input,
noise interference and other reasons, or when the collected data information is abnormal, we can
dynamically adjust the link optimization index according to Equation (2) to select other communication
branches, so the accurate judgment of abnormal data information is the key step to ensure the accurate
detection of abnormal data information, according to the experimental results, in ensuring the accuracy
and running time of optimal detection conditions, the extreme learning machine is used to monitor the
collected data in the paper.

3.1. Basic Principles of Extreme Learning Machine (ELM)

Extreme learning machine has the advantages of fast training and good generalization
performance, unlike gradient-based learning algorithms which iteratively adjust network parameters,
the weights and biases of the hidden nodes of the ELM are generated randomly. It is a new efficient
learning algorithm for single hidden layer feed-forward neural network structure [22]. As is shown in
Figure 6, it consists of an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer, and the input layer neurons
and the hidden layer neurons are all connected, and the hidden layer neurons and the output layer
neurons are all connected.
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It is assumed that the input layer has n neurons, corresponding to n input variables, the hidden
layer has l neurons, the output layer has m neurons, corresponds to m output variables, the connection
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weight between the input layer and the hidden layer is ω, and the connection weight between the
hidden layer and the output layer is γ:

ω =


ω11 ω12 ... ω1n
ω21 ω22 ... ω2n

...
...

...
...

ωl1 ωl2 · · · ωln


l×n

, (3)

γ =


γ11 γ12 ... γ1m
γ21 γ22 ... γ2m

...
...

...
...

γl1 γl2 ... γln


l×m

, (4)

ωji is the connection weight between the i-th neuron of the input layer and the j-th neuron of the
hidden layer. γ means the weight of the connection between the j-th neuron of the hidden layer and
the k-th neuron of the output layer:

b =
[

b1 b2 ... bl

]T

1×l
, (5)

The input matrix X and the output matrix Y of the training are expressed as follows:

X =


x11 x12 ... x1Q
x21 x22 ... x2Q

...
...

...
...

xm1 xm2 ... xmQ


m×Q

, (6)

Y =


y11 y12 ... y1Q
y21 y22 ... y2Q

...
...

...
...

ym1 ym2 ... ymQ


m×Q

, (7)

It is assumed that the activation function of the neurons of the hidden layer is g(x), the output T
of the network is listed as follows:

T =
[

t1, t2, ..., tQ

]
m×Q

, (8)

tj =


t1j
t2j
...

tmj

 =



l
∑

i=1
γi1g(ωixj + bi)

l
∑

i=1
γi2g(ωixj + bi)

...
l

∑
i=1

γimg(ωixj + bi)


m×l

, j = 1, 2, ..., Q, (9)

where ωi =
[

ωi1, ωi2, ..., ωin

]
; xj =

[
x1j, x2j, ... xnj

]T
.

The activation function used in this paper is listed as follows:

g(x) =

{
1 x ≥ 0

−1 x < 0
, (10)
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Equation (9) may be expressed as:
Hγ = T′, (11)

where, T′ is the transposition of the matrix T, and H is the hidden layer output matrix of the
neural network.

If the number of the neurons in the hidden layer is equal to the number of the training set samples,
it is able to obtain an approximate training sample with zero error for any ω and b [23]. The formula
(12) has been proved in the document [19]:

Q

∑
j=1

∣∣∣∣tj − yj
∣∣∣∣= 0 , (12)

where yj = [y1j, y2j, · · · , ymj]
T , j = 1, 2, · · · , Q.

Referring to [24], the connection weight γ between the hidden layer and the output layer can be
obtained by solving the least square solution of the equations listed as follows:

min
γ
‖Hγ− T′‖, (13)

∧
γ = H+T′, (14)

where H+ is the Moore–Penrose generalised inverse [25] of the hidden layer output matrix H. There are
more details about ELM in [26,27].

3.2. Comparison of Wrapper Feature Selection Algorithms

The increase of input data will cause system redundancy. In order to remove irrelevant data
and avoid system redundancy, the paper chooses the most representative subset from a set of known
feature sets. The wrapper feature selection algorithm first proposed by John et al. [28,29], has the
advantages of high quality of the selected feature, and high classification accuracy when the obtained
subset of features is used for classification. In this paper, based on the concept of the wrapper feature
selection, we select the characteristics of the data information of the smart meter. The wrapper feature
algorithm is bound to a classification algorithm from the beginning to evaluate the quality of the
feature by classification, and its formalization formula is listed as (15):

min
σ∈{0,1}n

G( f ∗, σ, X, Y), s.t

{
s(σ) ≤ σ0

f ∗ = T̃(F, σ, X, Y)
, (15)

where F is a given classification function, σ is a fixed vector and (X, Y) is the training data. f * is a
classification or regression function obtained by learning the model T̃ on the data set X defined by σ.
G is used to measure the performance of the classifier f *(σ) on a given set of training sets for a given σ,
and G only treats f *(σ) as a black box.

The specific way is to make different combinations of the information feature values, and then
select training samples in each combination to train in extreme learning machine, and finally determine
the optimal combination by detecting the correct rate and running time of the samples. According to
the wrapper feature process which is listed in Figure 7, this paper uses MATLAB to train the extreme
learning machine through 910 groups of samples, and the experimental results are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8 shows that the accuracy of multiple combination models trained by the extreme learning
machine reaches 100% while the running time is also minimal. To ensure that the selected feature
combination is optimal, referring to the probabilistic neural network (PNN) algorithm which is used
for monitoring in [30–32] and the generalized regression neural network (GRNN) algorithm which is
proposed for use in detection and judgment in [33,34], binding feature selection algorithm experiments
with PNN and GRNN are carried out in this paper and the experimental results are shown in Figure 9.
From Figure 9, the accuracy of GRNN, PNN, and ELM are all up to 100% at No. 16 and No. 18 models.
In practical work, because the concentrator takes electricity usage information from smart meters every
15 min, it needs to consider the running time of the model. From the comparison, under the condition
of ensuring the correct rate, the operation speed of ELM is fastest.
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3.3. Spatial Distribution of Selected Feature Data

In Figure 9, this paper selects feature values from the sixteenth and eighteenth combination models,
and the characteristics of the sixteenth combination models include total electricity consumption, active
power, and power factor. The characteristics of eighteenth combination models are total electricity
consumption, active power, power factor, voltage, and current. Taking into account the factor of system
redundancy, the sixteenth combination has fewer characteristic values. Therefore, this paper selects the
sixteenth combination as the characteristics of the electricity usage information and the distribution in
three-dimensional space is as shown in Figure 10. Figure 11 gives the distribution of normal data and
abnormal data respectively of the sixteenth feature combination model. In the Figure 11, the abnormal
data is fixed in six locations, and without data processing, it can be quickly identified.
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3.4. The Selection of the Number of Neurons in the Hidden Layera

The selected feature combination is reentered into ELM for training, and it is found that the
prediction accuracy of the test set will change with the number of the hidden layer neurons. When the
number of neurons in the hidden layer is equal to the number of training samples, ELM can
approximate all training samples with zero error [23]. However, in the experiments, more number of
neurons in the hidden layer was not better, and sometimes there was a tendency to decrease. Figure 12
lists four different sets of training samples, and the prediction accuracy of the training set and test set
varies with the number of neurons in the hidden layer. Therefore, in order to identify the abnormal
signal more accurately, the accuracy of the training set and the test set is considered in this paper,
and the number of suitable hidden layer neurons is selected.
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Figure 12. Prediction accuracy. (a) 310 training samples and 600 test samples; (b) 410 training samples
and 500 test samples; (c) 510 training samples and 400 test samples; (d) 610 training samples and 300
test samples.

In Figure 12, (a) is the forecast of 310 training samples and 600 test samples, (b) is the forecast
of 410 training samples and 500 test samples, (c) is the forecast of 510 training samples and 400 test
samples, (d) is the forecast of 610 training samples and 300 test samples. The training sample could
approximate all training samples with zero error when the number of neurons in the hidden layer
is small. However, when the number of neurons in the hidden layer is less than 100, the prediction
accuracy rate will be in a concussion as the number of hidden neurons increases. Considering the
speed of system operation, the number of neurons in the hidden layer is set to 30 in this paper.

4. Simulation Experiment of Dynamic Adjustment of Communication Branch

The overall experimental procedure refers to Figure 13, and in this paper, Matlab is used to
simulate the dynamic adjustment of the communication branch. Figure 14 is the logical topology
between the concentrator and the smart meters. Figure 15 is a logical topology based on the selection
method of static relay routing where the same color is the smart meter with the same level subnet.

In Figure 15, red represents the smart meter that belongs to the first-level subnet, green is the
smart meter belonging to the second-level subnet, blue is the smart meter belonging to the third-subnet,
purple is the smart meter belonging to the fourth-level subnet, cyan is the smart meter belonging to
the fifth-level subnet. According to the principle of static relay selection, the same level smart meters
do not communicate with each other, so there is no communication branch between the same level
smart meters on the logical topology. As shown in Figure 15, after the static selection of the relay,
the communication between the smart meters in the same sub network is closed, thus reducing the
communication branches between the same sub networks, greatly reducing the number of subsequent
optimal paths, speeding up the computation speed and improving the system efficiency. However,
as can be seen from Figure 15, smart meters: No. 2, No. 3, No. 4, No. 14, No. 17, No. 19, No. 25, No. 41
and No. 44 are all in the communication range of two superior smart meters at the same time. In order
to avoid the communication failure caused by the signal conflict, it uses the above method of dynamic
relay selection to dynamically network from the low-level sub network to the high-level sub network.
According to the actual situation, the link optimization weighting coefficient for each level subnet and
the weight coefficient of the number of smart meter that is relayed to the higher level are all different.
In this paper, the weight coefficients of subnets at all levels are calculated according to Table 1.
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Table 1. α and β values of subnets at all levels.

First Level Subnet Second Level Subnet Third Level Subnet Fourth Level Subnet Fifth Level Subnet

α β α β α β α β α β
0.70 0.30 0.75 0.25 0.80 0.20 0.90 0.10 0.99 0.01

Referring to the logical topology of Figure 15, in the process of dynamic selection of relays from the
lowest subnet, when the smart meter has multiple relays to communicate with it, it chooses the smallest
link optimization index as the optimal communication path. Table 2 shows the link optimization
values Y for the smart meters that can communicate with multiple superiors at the same time and
the number F of smart meters that the selected relay needs to relay to the superior. Figure 16 is the
communication path of all smart meters after dynamic selection based on Table 2, and the yellow
connection line represents the final communication path. In order to prevent signal conflicts, the blue
line is closed.
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Table 2. Dynamic relay link optimization index.

Subnets Communication Link F Y

Fifth level subnet

25-50 1 25.5286
25-3 2 28.0120
41-3 2 22.7859
41-9 1 27.2615
19-48 1 26.1475
19-9 1 11.4238

Fourth level subnet

2-33 3 18.2742
2-5 7 17.9471
4-5 7 14.3206

4-37 4 13.6763
11-10 5 20.2870
11-42 4 24.0006
17-31 2 26.8972
17-18 2 23.3184

Third level subnet

5-43 4 22.9051
5-6 9 21.1908

42-8 8 22.5131
42-12 5 20.9748
14-12 8 18.0438
14-13 5 20.8795
44-16 4 15.9352
44-51 1 15.6752

According to the characteristics of the electricity usage information, it could dynamically adjust
the link optimization weighting coefficient α and the weighting coefficient β of the number of the
smart meter to relay to the superior, so as to establish other communication paths quickly. For example,
when the data of the No. 44, No. 4, No. 25 and No. 11 smart meters are abnormal, reduce the inter
link optimization weighting coefficient α, and increase the weighting coefficient β at the same time.
Recalculate the link optimization index Y according to Equation (2) above and then the communication
path of 44-46-38-1, the communication path of 4-5-43-29-1, the communication path of 25-3-4-37-6-29-1
and the communication path of 11-42-12-21-1 are chosen as the optimal links to communicate, which
can find out the optimal communication path quickly and timely, and increase the reliability of data
communication for the next time.

5. Conclusions

In order to ensure the accurate collection of smart meter information, and to overcome the
problem of signal conflict in the process of smart meter networking and the continued abnormality
of information being collected from a certain smart meter, this paper adopts the idea of static and
dynamic combination and the method of dynamically adjusting the communication path according to
the characteristics of power consumption information to network the smart meters. This paper classifies
the smart meters referring to the logical topology structure of the smart meters in the experimental
area and selects an appropriate smart meter as the relay for each sub-network. If the same smart meter
belongs to communication range of multiple relays, the optimal relay is selected for communication
according to the principle proposed in this paper that the smaller of link optimization index, the better.
Because of the uniqueness of the relay, it can effectively avoid the signal conflict in the process of
smart meter communication. In addition, in the process of collecting information, the ELM can quickly
detect abnormal information. Then, by adjusting the chain optimization weighted coefficient α and
the weighted coefficient β of the number of the relayed smart meters, a new communication path can
be found, which can effectively prevent the continuous abnormality of the smart meter information.
The networking method proposed in this paper solves some problems existing in current smart meter
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networking, thereby improving the reliability of smart meter communication and ensuring the accurate
collection of smart meter information. In practical work, there are some issues that need to be further
studied:

(1) The logical topology of smart meter communication is complex. The research in this paper is
carried out under the condition that the logical topology structure is known. Therefore, the logical
topology structure between the concentrator and the smart meters can be studied later.

(2) In the process of dynamic networking, this article mainly considers the communication quality
and relay forwarding number. However, in practice, the time-varying power line channel has a
great influence on the communication quality in the networking process, and the time-varying
power line channel can be introduced into the dynamic networking for further research.
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Nomenclature

Symbols
Q communication quality, m
Ni,j the number of the smart meters in the jth level sub network with the No. i smart meter as the relay
Fi,j the number of smart meters that can communicate directly with the No. i relay
Yi,j−k link optimization index
α link optimization weighted coefficient
β the weighted coefficient of the number of smart meters
ω connection weight between the input layer and the hidden layer
γ connection weight between the hidden layer and the output layer
X input matrix
Y output matrix
g(x) activation function of the neurons of the hidden layer
T output of the ELM network
T′ transposition of the matrix T
H hidden layer output matrix of the ELM
H+ Moore–Penrose generalised inverse of H
F a given classification function
σ a fixed vector
(X, Y) training data
f ∗ a classification or regression function
min the minimum
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